Undeutsch hypothesis and Criteria Based Content Analysis: A meta-analytic review
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ABSTRACT

The credibility of a testimony is a crucial component of judicial decision-making. Checklists of testimony credibility criteria are extensively used by forensic psychologists to assess the credibility of a testimony, and in many countries they are admitted as valid scientific evidence in a court of law. These checklists are based on the Undeutsch hypothesis asserting that statements derived from the memory of real-life experiences differ significantly in content and quality from fabricated or fictitious accounts. Notwithstanding, there is considerable controversy regarding the degree to which these checklists comply with the legal standards for scientific evidence to be admitted in a court of law (e.g., Daubert standards). In several countries, these checklists are not admitted as valid evidence in court, particularly in view of the inconsistent results reported in the scientific literature. Bearing in mind these issues, a meta-analysis was designed to test the Undeutsch hypothesis using the CBCA Checklist of criteria to discern between memories of self-experienced real-life events and fabricated or fictitious accounts. As the original hypothesis was formulated for populations of children, only quantitative studies with samples of children were considered for this study. In line with the Undeutsch hypothesis, the results showed a significant positive effect size that is generalizable to the total CBCA score, δ = 0.79. Moreover, a significant positive effect size was observed in each and all of the credibility criteria. In conclusion, the results corroborated the validity of the Undeutsch hypothesis and the CBCA criteria for discriminating between the memory of real self-experienced events and false or invented accounts. The results are discussed in terms of the implications for forensic practice.
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La hipótesis Undeutsch y el “Criteria Based Content Analysis”: una revisión metanalítica

RESUMEN

Con frecuencia, la evaluación de la fiabilidad de un testimonio se lleva a cabo mediante el uso de sistemas categoriales de análisis de contenido. Concretamente, el instrumento más utilizado para determinar la credibilidad del testimonio es el Criterios Based Content Analysis (CBCA), el cual se sustenta en la hipótesis Undeutsch, que establece que las memorias de un hecho auto-experimentado difieren en contenido y calidad de las memorias fabricadas o imaginadas. Las opiniones y resultados contradictorios encontrados en la literatura científica respecto al cumplimiento de los criterios judiciales (Daubert standards) así como el abundante número de trabajos existentes sobre la materia, nos llevó a diseñar un meta-análisis para someter a prueba la hipótesis Undeutsch, a través de la validez de los criterios de realidad del CBCA para discriminar entre la memoria de lo auto-experimentado y lo fabricado. Se tomaron aquellos estudios cuantitativos que incluían muestras de menores, esto es, con edades comprendidas entre los 2 y 18 años. En línea con la hipótesis Undeutsch, los resultados mostraron un tamaño del efecto positivo, significativo y generalizable para la puntuación total del CBCA, δ = 0.79. Asimismo, en todos los criterios de realidad se encontró un tamaño del efecto positivo y significativo. En conclusión, los resultados avalan la validez de la hipótesis Undeutsch y de los criterios del CBCA para discriminar entre memorias de hechos auto-experimentados y fabricados. Se discuten las implicaciones de los resultados para la práctica forense.
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Hans and Vidmar (1986) estimated that in around 85% of judicial cases, the evidence bearing most weight is the testimony, which underscores that the evaluation of a testimony is crucial for judicial judgement making. In terms of the application of Information Integration Models to legal judgements (Kaplan, 1982), the reliability and validity of the testimony are the mechanisms underlying the evaluation of a testimony. The validity of a testimony, i.e., the value of a testimony for judgement making is easily estimated and is to be determined by the rulings of judges and the courts. As for the reliability of a testimony, the courts and scientific studies have tended to estimate it in terms of the credibility of a testimony (Arce, Fariña, & Fraga, 2000), which entails the design of methods for its estimation. Traditionally, judges and the courts have performed this function on the basis of legal criteria, jurisprudence, and their own value judgements. Alternatively, numerous scientific techniques (and pseudoscientific) have been proposed such as non-verbal indicators of deception, para-verbal indicators of deception, physiological indicators (e.g., polygraph tests or functional magnetic resonance imaging), and categorical systems of content analysis. Of these, categorical systems of content analysis are currently the most systemically used technique by the courts. Thus, the courts in countries such as Germany, Sweden, Holland, and several states in the USA admit these categorical systems as scientific evidence (Steller & Böhm, 2006; Vrij, 2008). In Spain, where they are also admitted as legally admissible evidence and extensively used by the courts, an analysis of legal judgements showed that when a forensic psychological report based on a categorical system of content analysis (i.e., Statement Validity Analysis, SVA) confirmed the credibility of a testimony, the conviction rate was 93.3%, but when it failed to do so, the acquittal rate was 100%. In contrast, in other countries such as the UK, the US, and Canada these checklists are not admitted as legally valid evidence (Novo & Sejo, 2010).

Underlying categorical content systems is what is commonly referred to as the Undeutsch hypothesis that asserts that the memory of a real-life self-experienced event differs in content and quality from a fabricated or imagined event (Undeutsch, 1967, 1989). On the basis of this hypothesis, Steller and Köhnken (1989) have integrated all the categorical systems (e.g., Arntzen, 1970; Dettenborn, Froehlich, & Szewczyk, 1984; Szewczyk, 1973; Undeutsch, 1967) into what is known as Criteria Based Content Analysis (CBCA), which has become the leading categorical system for evaluating the credibility of a testimony (Griesel, Rernes, Schraml, Cooper, & Yuille, 2013; Vrij, 2008).

CBCA, which is part of SVA, consists of three elements: 1) semi-structured interview, i.e., the free narrative interview; 2) content analysis on CBCA criteria; and 3) evaluation of CBCA outcomes using the Validity Checklist. The semi-structured interview involves a narrative format that, unlike other types of interview such as standard, interrogative or structured interviews, facilitates the emergence of criteria (Vrij, 2005). Moreover, this type of interview generates more information (Memon, Meissner, & Fraser, 2010), which meets the requirement that CBCA criteria content analysis be performed on sufficient material (Köhnken, 2004; Steller, 1989).

The Checklist of CBCA criteria (Steller & Köhnken, 1989) consists of 19 criteria structured around 5 major categories: general characteristics, specific contents, peculiarities of the content, contents related to motivation, and specific elements of aggression (see Table 1). These criteria of reality do not constitute a methodic categorical system (Bardin, 1977; Weick, 1985), but rather stem from the authors’ personal experiences of cases (Steller & Köhnken, 1989). Though this checklist was originally developed as a comprehensive system of credibility criteria grounded on the Undeutsch hypothesis, Raskin, Esplin, and Horowitz (1991) highlighted that only the first 14 criteria are related to the Undeutsch hypothesis, and the remaining 5 criteria are not associated to the aforementioned hypothesis as they are not linked to the concept of memory of actual events. This reclassification overlaps, though not entirely, with the theoretical model proposed by Köhnken (1996), who regroups these major categories into two main factors: cognitive (criteria 1 to 13) and motivational (criteria 14 to 18). The cognitive factor encompasses cognitive and verbal skills, and implies that a self-experienced statement contains CBCA criteria from 1 to 13. The motivational factor, however, relies on the individual’s ability to avoid appearing deceitful and ways of managing a positive self-impression of oneself as an honest witness. Thus, the motivational factor covers criteria 14 to 18, which are contrary-to-truthfulness-stereotype criteria though they really appear in true statements. Thus, these criteria have been suggested to be useful for assessing the hypothesis of the (partial) fabrication of statements (Köhnken, 1996, 2004).

Initially, the CBCA criteria were intended for populations of child alleged victims of sexual abuse. However, CBCA criteria have been applied to other types of events and age ranges. This generalization has been extended to professional practice too. Thus, the guidelines of the Institute of Forensic Medicine in Spain, which is the official public institution responsible for forensic evidence, recommends SVA as part of the protocol for women alleging intimate partner violence (Arce & Fariña, 2012). Moreover, there is no consensus regarding the term minor, particularly since studies use the term range from 2 to 18-year-olds and the concept of minor is generally associated to the legal age of criminal responsibility. In relation to the context of application, only field studies involve real cases of sexual abuse, since it would be unethical to subject children to conditions or instructions of victims of sexual abuse. Hence, most research is experimental and certain authors have expressed their reservations regarding validity (Konecni & Ebbesen, 1992). Moreover, real eyewitnesses and subjects under high fidelity laboratory conditions have been found to perform different tasks (Fariña, Arce, & Real, 1994). In order to overcome this limitation, some experimental studies have recreated high fidelity simulated conditions in order to mimic the context of recall of child alleged victims of sexual abuse. These conditions have been defined as personal involvement, negative emotional tone of an event, and extensive loss of control over the situation (Steller, 1989). Accordingly, this achieves face validity, with

| Table 1 |
| CBCA-Criteria (adapted from Steller & Köhnken, 1989) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Logical structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Unstructured production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quantity of details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Contextual embedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Descriptions of interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reproduction of conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Unexpected complications during the incident</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peculiarities of content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Unusual details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Superfluous details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Accurately reported details misunderstood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Related external associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Accounts of subjective mental states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Attribution of perpetrator’s mental state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offence-specific elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. Spontaneous corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Admitting lack of memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Raising doubts about one’s own testimony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Self-deprecation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Pardoning the perpetrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Details characteristic of the offence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
external validity remaining entirely untested (Konecni & Ebbesen, 1992). Nevertheless, in spite of the weaknesses of this experimental paradigm in generalizing CBCA outcomes to the forensic context, experimental laboratory studies are useful for assessing certain variables that may lead to further internal validity research (Griesel et al., 2013). In contrast, the limitation of field studies resides in their difficulty in sustaining the ground truth in accurate objective criteria. These differences in research paradigms imply more credibility criteria are observed in field studies than in experimental ones (Vrij, 2005).

The CBCA criteria are measured on two response scales, presence vs. absence and the degree of presence. The unit of analysis is the full statement for the first major category, general characteristics, and for the remainder frequency counts. The presence of reality criteria is assumed to be indicative of memory based on real-life events, but the absence of criteria does not imply recall is based on fabricated accounts. Additionally, fictitious memory may contain reality criteria. Thus, the evaluation rests on a clinical judgement (Köhnken, 2004), which is semi-objective. Nonetheless, a replicable objective evaluation system, i.e. stringent, is a fundamental standard for forensic practice. Alternatively a variety of decision rules have been proposed such as the presence of 3 criteria to judge a statement as true (Arntzen, 1983); of 7 criteria, criteria 1 to 5, plus 2 others; or the first three ones, plus 4 others (Zaparniuk, Yuille, & Taylor, 1995). Unfortunately, these decision rules lack empirical rigour.

Furthermore, the application of criteria derived from the Undeutsch hypothesis to the forensic assessment of the credibility of a testimony (to be more precise, the truthfulness of a testimony given that credibility is a legal concept defined by the ruling of judges and the courts) must fulfil the legal standards for scientific evidence to be admitted as such in court. The standards governing the admission of expert testimony in court have been laid down by the Supreme Court of the United States in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals (1993) and are as follows: 1) is the scientific hypothesis testable?; 2) has the proposition been tested?; 3) is there a known error rate?; 4) has the hypothesis and/or technique been subjected to peer review and publication; and 5) is the theory upon which the hypothesis and/or technique is based on generally accepted among the appropriate scientific community? Several authors have raised their doubts on whether SVA/CBCA fulfil the above criteria, and this has led to seemingly contradictory viewpoints (Honts, 1994; Vrij, 2008). Bearing in mind these contradictory results and interpretations, and the wealth of scientific evidence, the aim of this meta-analysis was to review the literature on both experimental and field studies in order to assess the degree to which the Undeutsch hypothesis meets the judicial standards of evidence by estimating the effect size of the CBCA criteria. As initially the hypothesis was formulated for a population of children, though it has also been applied to adults, this review was restricted to studies on samples of children.

Method

Literature Search

The aim of the scientific literature search was to identify all of the empirical studies assessing the efficacy of CBCA criteria in discriminating between true statements of actual experiences and the invented, imagined, fictitious, fabricated, or false accounts of children. An exhaustive multi-method search was undertaken in the following international psychology databases of reference: PsycInfo and all of the databases of Web of Science; the Spanish language databases of reference Psicodoc (database of the Official Spanish College of Psychology); the Italian databases (ACPN, Archivio Collettivo Nazionale dei Periodici); the German Psyclinker databases; and the French human, social sciences, and economics Francis databases; the Google Scholar meta-search engine of scientific articles; a manual search in books; crosschecking all the references included in published reviews of articles and manuals; and directly contacting authors to request copies of unavailable studies. The keywords entered in the search engines were: Criteria Based Content Analysis or CBCA (kritenbasierte inhaltsanalyse, análisis de contenido basado en criterios, analisi del contenuto basata su criteri), credibility (glaubwürdigkeit, credibilidad, credibilità), content analysis (inhaltsanalyse, análisis de contenido, analisi del contenuto), child sexual abuse (kindesmissbrauch, abusos sexuales a menores, abuso sessuale perpetrato su minori), child testimony (kindliche zeugenaussage, testimonio del menor, bambini testimoni). The searches in the databases of non-English speaking countries were undertaken in the corresponding language. In line with the method of successive approximations, all of the keywords in the selected articles were revisited in search of other potential descriptors. However, successive searches with these new descriptors failed to produce any further studies for the meta-analysis.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Though the Undeutsch hypothesis was initially formulated for children, the exact age group it encompasses has never been clearly specified. Nevertheless, as it was intended for judicial contexts and victims of sexual abuse, it is understood that it refers to children under the age of consent. First, the literature has taken the legal concept of minor as below the age of criminal responsibility (< 18 years) (Raskin & Esplin, 1991). Likewise, the lower age group was not related to the model, but the hypothesis is supported in that the memory of genuine life experiences differs in content and quality to memory of fictitious accounts, with the criteria for discriminating between both types of memory being derived from the witness’ verbal account. Thus, the child is expected to have the sufficient narrative capability to express these criteria (Köhnken, 2004). Once again, the lower age limit was crosschecked in the studies reviewed, observing the lowest was a 2-year-old child (Buck, Warren, Betman, & Brigham, 2002; Lamers-Winkelman & Buffle, 1996), whose narrative skills, memory, gaps in memory, and recovery may be insufficient. Notwithstanding, given that the scientific literature has set a minimum age of 2 years and a maximum of 18 years, all of the studies with witnesses between these ages were included. Thus, studies with samples of children or that calculated the effect size for the sub-samples of children were included.

Second, delimiting the testimony to sexual abuse would compel studies to focus on this type of victim, as it would be unethical to subject children to memories of feigned victims. Consequently, the studies reviewed can be subdivided into low fidelity experimental studies (i.e., the scenarios neither involved sexual abuse nor was the implication or motivation of the participants controlled), high fidelity experiments (i.e., the scenarios do not involve sexual abuse, but they create an emotionally charged contexts close to the victimization of sexual abuse, and the implication of the participants is controlled), and field studies (i.e., real cases of sexual abuse where the ground truth is based on judicial judgements, the confession of the accused, medical evidence, and polygraph tests). The effects of the context of the research (i.e., field vs. laboratory high fidelity studies) on the results of the quality of an eyewitness' identification have been found to be significant, and even contradictory (Fariña et al., 1994). Thus, it would be plausible to believe that this same bias may also affect the testimony of children alleged victims of sexual abuse. Hence, according to the circumstances, the context of the research was considered as a moderator.

Third, for the criteria to discriminate between memories of real events and fabricated accounts, SVA proposes statements should be obtained using a free narrative interview, e.g., step-wise interview,
cognitive interview, Memorandum of Good Practices (Köhnen, 2004; Steller, 1989; Undeutsch, 1989), as they facilitate the emergence of criteria (Vrij, 2005). Likewise, compliance with other SVA criteria was strictly observed, i.e., studies noncompliant with any of the basic characteristics of the interview, such as inappropriate prompts or suggestions, were excluded.

Fourth, the studies admitted as legal evidence should be published in scientific peer-reviewed journals (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1993). Notwithstanding, the literature has identified as key references studies that have not been published in these journals (i.e., Boychuk, 1991; Esplin, Houed, & Raskin, 1988), and these have been included in the meta-analysis. Thus, according to the circumstances, compliance with the peer-review publication Daubert standard was taken as a moderator.

Fifth, the effect size was calculated from the data obtained and, if required, the authors were contacted to request the effect size or data for computing it as well as to clarify errors or queries regarding the data.

Sixth, studies with samples shared with other studies were excluded (i.e., Hershkowitz, 1999), to avoid empirical redundancy (duplicity in publishing data) – only the original study and the outlier values [IQR ± 1.5] were included. An independent analysis and control of outliers was carried out for each meta-analysis.

A total of 20 publications fulfilled the selection criteria, ranging from 5 effect sizes for self-deprecation and details characteristic of the offence to 17 effect sizes for the criterion quantity of details (see Table 2), and 22 for the total CBCA score.

Procedure

Having scanned the literature and selected the articles for this meta-analysis, they were coded according to the variables that could function as a moderator. The literature cites the age of the child, the research paradigm (field studies vs. experimental laboratory studies), and the type of design (within- or between-subject), which may mediate the results. Numerous studies have found a correlation between age and total CBCA score, i.e., the older the child, the greater probability of scoring high on this instrument (Anson, Goldberg, & Gully, 1993; Buck et al., 2002; Craig, Scheibe, Raskin, Kircher, & Dodd, 1999; Horowitz, Lamb, Esplin, Boychuk, Krispin, & Reiter-Laverty, 1997; Lamb, Sternberg, Esplin, Hershkowitz, & Orbach, 1997; Roma, San Martini, Sabatello, Tattarelli, & Ferracuti, 2011). Moreover, if we take into account the child’s development, it is probable that to some extent the presence of certain criteria is influenced by the child’s age. In relation to the research paradigm, Vrij (2005) found the differences between statements of genuine experiences and invented ones were greater in field studies than in experimental studies. Nonetheless, the results obtained from both field studies and laboratory experiments corroborated the Undeutsch hypothesis. As for the type of design (within- vs. between-subject), criteria have been found to be sensitive to the type of design, whereas total CBCA scores were not (Bensi, Gambetti, Nori, & Giubberti, 2009). Moreover, within-subject designs enhance the value of CBCA criteria for discriminating between memory of truthful and false statements.

These variables were complemented with others obtained from the content analysis of the studies themselves. Through a method of successive approximations, two raters examined the studies to identify potential moderator variables described in them, that later underwent a Thurstone style evaluation by 10 judges on the degree of independence and pertinence for the study aim. Having identified the moderators in the coded studies, the non-productive ones were eliminated, p ≤ .05 (for a more detailed description of the method see Arce, Velasco, Novo, & Fariña, 2014). Thus, the following moderators were identified as productive by the raters coding the studies: sex of

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$d_s$</th>
<th>$SD_s$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$SD_\delta$</th>
<th>$%VE$</th>
<th>99% CI $\delta$</th>
<th>90% CI $\delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>[0.42, 0.52]</td>
<td>[0.17, 0.87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>[0.35, 0.45]</td>
<td>[-0.15, 1.22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>[0.64, 0.89]</td>
<td>[0.30, 1.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>[0.64, 0.74]</td>
<td>[0.05, 1.51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1407</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>[0.39, 0.49]</td>
<td>[-0.06, 1.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1407</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>[0.48, 0.58]</td>
<td>[0.06, 1.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>[0.24, 0.34]</td>
<td>[0.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>[0.23, 0.31]</td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1199</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>[0.37, 0.47]</td>
<td>[0.12, 0.82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>[0.26, 0.36]</td>
<td>[-0.34, 0.84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>[0.22, 0.34]</td>
<td>[-0.30, 0.74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>[0.41, 0.51]</td>
<td>[-0.01, 1.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>[0.13, 0.23]</td>
<td>[-0.08, 0.49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>[0.15, 0.25]</td>
<td>[-0.27, 0.72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>[0.10, 0.20]</td>
<td>[-0.24, 0.58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>[0.02, 0.35]</td>
<td>[-0.09, 0.52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[0.08, 0.24]</td>
<td>[-0.43, 0.80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>[0.16, 0.30]</td>
<td>[-0.18, 0.69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>[1.10, 1.40]</td>
<td>[0.38, 2.44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average: 0.40, 0.46, 35

Total score: 18, 1122, 0.78, 0.587, 0.79, 0.275, 20, [0.72, 0.84], [0.11, 1.47]

Note: $k =$ number of studies; $N =$ total sample size; $d_s =$ effect size weighted for sample size; $SD_s =$ observed standard deviation of $d$; $\delta =$ effect size corrected for criterion unreliability; $SD_\delta =$ standard deviation of $\delta$; $\%VE =$ variance accounted for by artifactual errors; 99% CI $\delta =$ 99% confidence interval for $\delta$; 90% CI $\delta =$ 90% credibility interval for $\delta$. 
the participants, the type of scale used for rating the presence of each criterion (i.e., present vs. absent; the weighted presence of a criterion), number of raters, training of the raters, type of interview, coding criteria, and the type of material for content analysis (transcript, video or both).

The coding of these variables (see Appendix 1) was undertaken by two independent raters. Ratings were crosschecked and found to agree totally as was expected, given the clarity and mutual exclusion of the variables.

Data Analysis

The calculation of the effect size was homogenized in Cohen’s d, which was computed, when this statistic was not provided by the author of a study, according to the following statistics and availability: the means and standard deviations/standard mean error and, in absence of these, the t-test value or the associated probability.

When the results were proportioned in Fisher’s F values, the effect size on eta² was transformed to d, and only if F was available without the exact probability (d being obtained from the exact probability), F was transformed in t-scores and, from this, d was computed.

When the results are provided in proportions an effect size δ is obtained (Hedges & Olkin, 1985) using the procedure of Kraemer and Andrews (1982), which is equivalent to Cohen’s d, whereas when the results are expressed in 2x2 contingency tables, phi is obtained, and in turn the effect size of Φ (Cohen, 1988; Rosenthal, 1994).

The unit of analysis (n) was the number of statements, weighting the estimates of the effect sizes by the number of statements instead of the conventional number of participants.

The meta-analysis was performed according to the procedure of Hunter and Schmidt (2004), with a total of 20 Bare-Bones type meta-analysis: one for each of the CBCA criteria and one for all of the criteria of a statement.

The relationship between both distributions for which the effect sizes were calculated was crucial for interpreting the effect sizes. As for studies with practical utility, Fritz, Morris, and Richler (2012) recommended three statistics: U1, the Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD), and the Probability of Superiority (PS).

Reliability Criterion

The reliability of each criterion was assessed in the primary studies using between-rater reliability or between-rater agreement (e.g., intra-class correlation, Maxwell RE, Pearson’s correlation, Cohen’s kappa, Fleiss’ kappa, concordance index, Spearman’s rho). Nevertheless, some studies failed to report estimates of reliability or reported several estimates. In the latter case, the reliability index (between-rater agreement indexes were excluded as they do not measure reliability) best fits the data distribution according to the conclusions of Anson et al. (1993) and Horowitz et al. (1997). Moreover, reliability was not systematically and homogeneously informed (i.e., the statistic provided was either on each criteria and the total criteria, only the total, only the criteria, or only the range for each criterion). In short, not all of the studies informed of reliability, and the reliability for each criterion, nor were they estimated using the same statistic. Thus, for criteria 17 to 18 no estimates on the reliability of these measures were found. This prompted us to calculate one estimate of reliability for the criteria and another for the total CBCA score since the reliability for the criteria is different to that for the whole instrument, i.e., the total CBCA score (Horowitz et al., 1997). The estimate of reliability for the individual criteria was calculated using the reliability coefficients of each study to obtain an average r of .79 (SEM = 0.02). To estimate the reliability of the total CBCA score, the Spearman-Brown prediction formula was used with the r extracted from .98 of the total score.

Results

The results of the effect sizes calculated for each criterion and for the total CBCA score, the total number of statements, the weighted sample effect size (d), the standard deviation, the effect size corrected for criterion unreliability (δ), the percent of variance accounted for by artifacts, and confidence and credibility intervals (when neither of the intervals contained zero, the estimated effect size is deemed to be significant and generalizable, respectively), are shown in Table 2.

Moreover, the results revealed a large positive effect size for the total CBCA score, for both the weighted sample effect size of d, 0.78, and the effect size corrected for the criterion unreliability (δ), 0.79; it was significant, 99% CI [0.72, 0.84], and generalizable, 90% CI [0.11, 1.47]; that is, with an expected minimum value of 0.11, and a maximum of 1.47 standard deviation. In practical terms, the results reveal that the rate of correct classifications of the total CBCA score was 68.5% for statements based on genuine experiences (true positives), with a failed detection rate (false negatives) of 31.5% (BESD) and 47% (U1 = 47) of the areas covered by both populations did not overlap, i.e., they were totally independent; with a .712 probability (PS) of obtaining more CBCA criteria in a statement based on true self-experienced accounts.

Though the results are statistically generalizable, the data from experimental and field studies have, as previously mentioned, practical implications in terms of meeting the Daubert standards. Moreover, concerns have been raised regarding the limitations on generalizing the results of experimental studies, and more criteria have been observed in field studies. Thus, a new meta-analysis was performed on the total CBCA score of studies according to the research paradigm (experimental studies vs. field studies). The results show (see Table 3) the effect size corrected for criterion unreliability (δ) was positive, significant, moderate (0.56), and generalizable to experimental studies; and positive, significant, more than large (2.71, p < .01), and generalizable to field studies. The comparison of the effect sizes of the experimental and field studies revealed the latter were significantly greater, δ(7.3) = 3.86, p < .01, d = 2.17, than those obtained for the former. The subsequent meta-analysis grouping studies according to the degree of experimental fidelity was not undertaken due to the lack of low fidelity studies (k = 1). Thus, as expected, the results of high fidelity studies were practically the same as those for experimental studies (δ = 0.58).

The results require the error rate, independence of distributions, and the probability of superiority to be estimated for each research paradigm. For experimental studies, the rate of correct classifications of truthful memories was 63.5%, with a failure rate of 36.5%; an independence of distributions of 36.1%; and the probability of obtaining more criteria in a statement based on memory of real-life events of .654. For field studies, the rate of correct classifications was 90.2%, with a margin of error of 9.8%; the distributions were completely independent in 90.4%; and the probability of superiority was .972.

In addition to the initial conception that all CBCA criteria are grounded on the Undeutsch hypothesis, an alternative contention sustains that only the first 14 criteria are derived from the above-mentioned hypothesis. Thus, a new meta-analysis of the total CBCA score was performed in studies that were restricted to these criteria. The results (see Table 3) showed an effect size corrected for criterion unreliability (δ) positive, significant, large, 0.96, and generalizable.

As for the criteria independently, the results (see Table 2) show a significantly positive effect for all of them with values of effect size corrected for criterion unreliability (δ) ranging from 0.17 for the criterion of reality admitting lack of memory, to 1.40 for the criterion details characteristic of the offence. Moreover, the effect sizes for the criteria logical structure, quantity of details, contextual embedding, reproduction of conversations, unexpected complications during the incident, superfluous details, and details characteristic of the offence were generalizable. Of the literature reviewed, the results contrary to the Undeutsch hypothesis were only found in the criteria unstructured...
production, unusual details (Granhag, Strömwall, & Landström, 2006), and self-deprecation (Steller, Wellershoff, & Wolf, 1988). For criteria without generalizable results, the moderators could not be assessed due to the lack of information regarding potential moderators in the primary studies with insufficient Ns to proceed.

**Discussion**

The results of this study have the following implications in terms of the Undeutsch hypothesis and the Checklist of CBCA criteria. First, the results of the total CBCA score supported the validity of the Undeutsch hypothesis in discriminating between truthful statements based on self-experienced events and fictitious accounts. Hence, the presence of these criteria is associated to truthful statements, and a large and generalizable effect size. Furthermore, no study reported the opposite trend, i.e., significantly more criteria in fabricated statements. Thus, the hypothesis is valid and generalizable to other conditions (e.g., children of all ages, different contexts of sexual abuse, and research paradigms). Second, all of the CBCA criteria discriminated significantly between the real-life memories of children and fabricated accounts. Consequently, CBCA criteria were validated for 5 major categories, i.e., general characteristics; specific contents; peculiarities of content; motivation-related contents; and offense-specific elements. Third, in relation to the magnitude of the effect size, the criteria quantity of details and details characteristic of the offence discriminated significantly high with a large effect size. In comparison, the effect size was medium for the categories logical structure, unstructured production, contextual embedding, description of interactions, reproduction of conversations, and accounts of subjective mental states. Finally, the effect size was small for the remaining categories (i.e., unexpected complications during the incident, unusual details, superfluous details, accurately reported details misunderstood, related external associations, attribution of perpetrator's mental state, spontaneous corrections, admitting lack of memory, raising doubts about one's own testimony, self-deprecation, pardoning the perpetrator). Fourth, the effect size of the major categories ranged from medium to large (from 0.52 to 0.87) for general characteristics; from small to large (from 0.33 to 0.78) for specific contents; from small to moderate (from 0.21 to 0.52) for peculiarities of content; small for motivation-related contents (from 0.17 to 0.25); and more than large (> 1.20 SD) for offense-specific elements. In other words, the biggest effect size was for general characteristics, that bear considerable weight on judgement-making concerning the credibility of a testimony (Zaparniuk et al., 1995), and offense-specific elements major categories, that is, elements difficult to fabricate. Fifth, components (Köhnen, 1996), in line with the qualitative findings of Vrij (2005), cognitive criteria (criteria 1 to 13) had larger effect sizes than motivational criteria (criteria 14 to 18), that are not generalizable. If the motivational component is useful for assessing (partially) fabricated memories (alternative hypothesis to the truth), the system is of less value for such a task, and what is more, these criteria are subject to moderators so their use is not generalizable for this function. Sixth, the results shed some light on the degree of compliance with the Daubert standard. In relation to the first and second standards – Is the scientific hypothesis testable? 2) has the proposition been testable? – this meta-analysis answers the question affirmatively, not only in meeting Daubert standard, but also in validating the hypothesis. Moreover, the error rate was quantified (third Daubert standard). As shown above, three error rates were obtained: a general one for all the studies, a specific one for experimental studies, and one for field studies. The results for all the studies (k = 18), and the experimental studies (k = 12) were similar to previous reports of more than 30%. In contrast, in field studies (k = 8) the error rate fell sharply to 10%. Moreover, 97% of honest statements contained more criteria than false statements. Notwithstanding, the data of field studies has been called into question for neither estimating the reliability of the evaluation of raters, nor matching groups, and the lack of safeguards in the independence of measures in the grouping factor. Though the meta-analytical technique is not concerned with these issues, and includes all of the studies excluding outliers, a new meta-analysis was undertaken restricted to studies with a grouping factor of confirmed cases vs. fabricated/un-confirmed cases, with reliability estimates for each criteria, and matched groups (k = 6), exhibiting a positive, significant, and generalizable effect size (δ) of 2.63 (see Table 3). The results of this meta-analysis corroborated robustness was similar to that obtained in all the field studies: a correct classification rate of truthful statements (BESD) of 89.8%, an independence between distributions (U1) of 89.6%, and a probability of superiority (PS) of .969 (i.e., 96.9% of truthful statements contained more criteria than fabricated statements). As for the fourth Daubert standard – has the hypothesis and/or technique been subjected to peer review and publication? – the answer is self-evident from the studies themselves. Concerning the fifth criterion – is the theory upon which the hypothesis and/or technique is based on generally accepted in the appropriate scientific community? – this meta-analysis has no clear response. Honts (1994) is of the opinion that, save minor controversy, the hypothesis is widely accepted by the scientific community. However, Vrij (2008) has pointed out that this information is unknown since the scientific community was not consulted. Seventh, though the results of experimental studies were similar, they cannot be directly generalized to field studies, and at best exhibit face validity (Konecni & Ebbesen, 1992). Therefore, the findings of experimental studies require field studies to validate them, as they are insufficient on their own.

The results of this meta-analysis are subject to several limitations that should be borne in mind when generalizing the results. First, the reliability of the interview was not systematically contrasted and frequently the interviewers received poor or no train-
ing. It is well known that the abilities of the interviewer mediate the contents and quality of the interview (Bembibre & Higueras, 2010; Fisher, Geiselman, & Amador, 1989; Steller & Köhnken, 1989). Second, it is unknown (unreported) if the material for content analysis was sufficient for assessing the veracity of statements (Köhnken, 2004; Steller & Köhnken, 1989), an aspect which is crucial for children since their memory is less productive (Memon et al., 2010). Third, the measures of reliability of the coding rely on the raters themselves without contrasting if reliability is generalizable to other independent raters, but this procedure does not guarantee the data is actually reliable. Reliability in content analysis is derived from the measure of within-rater consistency (of the coder her/himself through time), and between-raters and between-contexts (with other raters independent to the study, and other materials) (Weick, 1985). Moreover, for the criteria in which the unit of analysis was not the entire statement, the estimate of reliability was generally calculated using frequency counts without verifying the exact correspondence between the counts (with some exceptions, Boychuk, Vrij). This practice overestimates reliability. Furthermore, reliability for each of the measures was not systematically reported (e.g., sometimes ranges, total reliability, or only the reliability of the major categories were documented), as well as the coder training that it is related to coding accuracy (Akehurst, Bull, Vrij, & Köhnken, 2004). Fourth, the Undeutsch hypothesis, and thus SVA/CBCA, assert the presence of criteria is indicative of true statements but, conversely, the absence of criteria does not imply a false statement (i.e., there are other alternative hypotheses to a false statement), and numerous studies have used the criteria for classifying false statements, when the categories are operative for classifying real statements but not fabricated ones. This bias arises from the design of experimental studies, in which the researcher has under control the memory of fictitious accounts. But in the forensic evaluation of real cases, hypotheses other than deception must be considered such as the evaluatee’s unwillingness to cooperate, insufficient memory of events for an analysis to be undertaken on the credibility of a statement, or impaired cognitive capacity (Köhnken, 2004). In terms of forensic applications, the analysis of the credibility of a testimony is admissible as incriminating evidence, being inoperative in classifying false statements. Thus, in terms of fidelity with the Undeutsch hypothesis and its application to forensic assessment, the results should be in the direction of the classification of true statements. Fifth, the results of some meta-analysis may be subject to a degree of variability given that Ns < 400 do not guarantee the stability of sampling estimates (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Nevertheless, as the results of the inter-meta-analysis were consistent, these may affect the statistical data, with expected effects in terms of the Undeutsch hypothesis. Sixth, the reliability of each criterion was an estimate, given the aforementioned reporting problems in the primary studies. Seventh, the results were somewhat biased towards supporting the hypothesis since some studies failed to publish so called conflicting data i.e., data with criteria that failed to discriminate significantly between real-life self-experienced events and fabricated accounts were excluded (e.g., Akehurst, Manton, & Quande, 2011). In any case, none of these studies reported results that contradicted the Undeutsch hypothesis, but rather criteria that failed to discriminate significantly between both types of memory. Nevertheless, most of these limitations are reflected in the increase in the error variance, reducing the estimated effect sizes, which means the true effect sizes would have been greater, lending even more support to the Undeutsch hypothesis.

As for the practical implications of this meta-analysis, the findings support the Undeutsch hypothesis and several Daubert standards, but this does not imply the use of Checklist of CBCA criteria can be directly generalized to the context of forensic evaluation. First, the categorical system proposed is not methodic, i.e., it fails to comply with stringent methodic conditions: mutual exclusion, homogeneity, pertinence, objectivity, fidelity and productivity (Bardin, 1997). For instance, as non-mutual exclusion between categories is guaranteed, the duplicity of measures may arise, the criteria are neither objective nor exhaustive – e.g., Roma et al. (2011) and Horowitz et al. (1997) have proposed the integration or redefinition of criteria due to rating difficulties –, the checklist may need additional criteria, or the checklist lacks internal consistency, in other words, it is not reliable. Second, the forensic application of a checklist of categories is driven by clinical judgements (Köhnken, 2004), or on quantitative decision rules that are not supported by empirical data (Arntzen, 1983; Zaparnik et al., 1995). However, in the field of forensics an objective and strict decision criterion based on stringent standards of evidence should prevail over subjective clinical judgements, i.e., the rate of classification of false statements as true (false positives) should be 0 (i.e., the burden of proof is on the prosecution; it is entirely inadmissible to present incriminating expert forensic testimony on the basis of unsubstantiated evidences). It would be a decision rule based on data for controlling false positives and to ensure reliable coding (i.e., within-raters, between-raters, and between-context consistency), which would offset the potential effects of a truth bias or a response bias associated to the application of reality criteria (Griesel et al., 2013; Rassin, 1999; Sporer, 2004). The results of previous meta-analyses have shown it is possible, i.e., in field studies approximately 97% of truthful statements contained more reality criteria than fabricated accounts, with an approximately 90% total independence between the distributions of both groups of statements.
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### Appendix 1

#### Moderator Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary studies</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>Coding Scale</th>
<th>Coders training</th>
<th>Type of interview</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Transcript/video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akehurst, Bull, Vrij, and Köhnken (2004)</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>6-17</td>
<td>M: 5</td>
<td>F: 26</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akehurst, Manton, and Quandt (2011)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>M: 3</td>
<td>F: 6</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>Step-wise interview</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blandon-Gitlin, Pezdek, Rogers, and Brodie (2005)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>M: 15</td>
<td>F: 60</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>No standardized interview procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boychuk (1991)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>M: 15</td>
<td>F: 60</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>SVA guidelines</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casado del Pozo, Romera, Vázquez Mézquita, Vecina, and de Paül (2002)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4-18</td>
<td>M: 28</td>
<td>F: 72</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>SVA guidelines</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esplin, Houed, and Raskin (1988)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3-15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>Intensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb, Sternberg, Esplin, Orchab, and Hovar (1997)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4-13</td>
<td>M: 28</td>
<td>F: 79</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Intensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazzoni and Ambrosio (2002)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sastridda, Roppola, Runtti, and Niemi (2000)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td>M: 34</td>
<td>F: 34</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strömwall, Bengtsson, Leander, and Granhag (2004)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strömwall, Bengtsson, Leander, and Granhag (2004)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tye, Amato, Honts, Devitt, and Peters (1999)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>M: 21</td>
<td>F: 27</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>Expert raters</td>
<td>SVA guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrij, Akehurst, Soukara, and Bull (2002)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>M: 16</td>
<td>F: 20</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>Step-wise interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrij, Akehurst, Soukara, and Bull (2002)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>M: 22</td>
<td>F: 34</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>Step-wise interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrij, Akehurst, Soukara, and Bull (2002)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>M: 33</td>
<td>F: 24</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>Step-wise interview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Appendix 1
Moderator Variables (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary studies</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>Coding Scale</th>
<th>Coders training</th>
<th>Type of interview</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Transcript/video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vrij, Akehurst, Soukara, and Bull (2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental: active</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Extensive training in CBCA coding</td>
<td>Step-wise interview</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Transcript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>M: 16 F: 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>M: 22 F: 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>M: 32 F: 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: CBCA14 criteria version, 2: limited to those criteria discriminating significantly between self-experienced and fabricated statements, 3: event experienced once, 4: event experienced four times, 5: high fidelity study, 6: restricted field study.